Robotics
INSPIRING LEARNERS TO BE FUTURE READY!

High School

PHIRO CODE

What skills does your student need, to succeed in a changing world?

Autonomous cars, Machine Learning, Artificial Intelligence etc are set to revolutionise the way we live.
Robotix offers to your school transformational technologies on the cutting edge of Coding, STEM & Robotics.
We are committed to provide unrivaled support & personalized attention to ensure the success of your school students - making them future ready!

Sample of Learning Curriculum : Hands-on | Experiential

| Module 1 | Advanced programming of Phiro Pro with Scratch & Phiro Code App |
| Module 2 | Build complex robots with Lego Mindstorm kit |

Check out our videos
tinyurl.com/highschool-robotix

Contact for further details | programs@robotixedu.com | www.robotixedu.com | +91 80562 00212